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Abstract. The Z„-integrals are defined according to the method of Perron

using Peano dérivâtes. The properties of the integrals are given including the

essential integration by parts theorem. The integrals are then shown to be

equivalent to the Cesàro-Perron integrals of Burkill.

1. Introduction. It has been shown that the Cn /^integral of Burkill [2] is

equivalent to the C„ Z)-integral of Sargent [7]. (The reader is directed to

Verblunsky [8] for corrections to some of the important theorems.) In this

paper we define a scale of integration equivalent to these. The method is that

of Perron using Peano dérivâtes. James [3] has also used Peano dérivâtes to

define an integral, the difference here being the use of a premajorant function

as well as a majorant. The properties of the integral are all derived from

properties of the generalized derivatives of the premajorant and preminorant

functions.

Basic definitions are presented in §§2 and 3 with elementary properties in

§4. The integration by parts theorem is in §5 and the proof of the equivalence

with the Cn ̂ -integral is in §6.

2. Peano derivatives.

Definition 2.1. Let F(x) be defined on an interval [a, b]. Let x0 G (a, b). Let

« be a natural number. If there are constants ax, ...,an depending on x0 but

not on h such that

(2.1) F(x0 + h)- F(x0) -  2  «A = °(h")   as h "» 0
k=\     K%
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then an is called the generalized derivative or Peano derivative of F at x0. This

is denoted by F,n\(x0). It is easily seen that if 7vn\(x0) exists then so do

F(k)(xo) 0 < & < ") and then

F(x0 + h)- F(x0) - 2 TTfy)(*0) = o(h")   as h - 0.
A=l K-    V   '

In particular, F/X}(x0) = F^'^Xq), the ordinary derivative. We also say that

F,Q\(x0) = F(x0) when F is continuous. By restricting h, say A > 0, we may

also define one-sided generalized derivatives, denoted F/n^+(Xn) etc.

A function / defined and finite on an interval 7 will be called an nth exact

Peano derivative (e.P.d.) on 7 provided that there is a (continuous) function F

on 7 such that F,ns(x0) = f(x0) for each point ;c0 in the interior of 7 and, in

case 7 contains its end points, that the corresponding one-sided nth derivatives

of T^at these points equal/there. Similarly, if we say that F has an nth Peano

derivative in 7 we mean that 7^ exists in the interior and the one-sided

derivatives exist at the end points when these are in 7.

Definition 2.2. Let n be a natural number. Let F be defined in the interval

[a, b]. Let xQ E [a, b\. If n = 0 we assume F is continuous at x0. If n > 0 we

assume F,n_x\(x0) exists. Define 9n(F,xn,h) for h such that x0 + h G (a,b) by

(2-2) „lWx0'h) = F{xo + V- ¿§0 £ify)(*o)-

Note that in case x0 is a orb we agree that all these generalized derivatives are

"one-sided". Define

KF(xo) = F(n)(xo) = hm SUP 9n(F,xn,h),

(2.3) ^°
SnF(xo) = F(n)(xo) = lim4)nf W*0>A)-

Then AnF(x0) is called the nth upper generalized derívate of F at x0 and

8n F(xQ) is called the nth lower generalized derívate of F at x0. It is clear that

E'n)(x0) exists if and only if knF(x0) = 8nF(x0) and both are finite. In this

case F,n)(x0) is the common value. But as AnF, 8nFneed not be finite we can

say that Ftn)(xQ) exists (in the finite or infinite sense) whenever AnF(x0)

= 8nF(x0). Again the "one-sided" dérivâtes are easy modifications of (2.3)

and, as above, when we speak about ànF(xQ), etc., on a closed interval we

shall mean it in the one-sided sense at end points. Let 8n+f(x) signify the

lower right hand generalized derívate of / at x.

The next four propositions follow readily from the definitions.

Proposition 2.3. Iff   (x) exists thenfin\(x) does as well, and they are equal.
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Proposition 2.4. Assume /(„)(*)(« > 1) exists on [a,b]andF(t) — Jcf

where c E (a, b). Then

F(k)(x) = f(k-i)(x)      (k=l,...,n + l;xE (a,b)).

Corollary 2.5. Under the conditions of Proposition 2.4,

8n+2F(x) > Sn+Xf(x).

Proof. Let M < Sn+Xf(x). Then for all sufficiently small positive h,

// [/(* + S) -f(x) -   Î   £f{k)(x)] ds > // J^yMds.

That is,

n+1 hk hn+l
F(x + h)- F(x) - 2i ¥F{k)(x) > Ç^M,

thus 8n+2 + F(x) > M, and so

8„+2i+F(x) > Sa+Xf(x).

The rest is obvious.   D

Corollary 2.6. /// is defined in [a, b] and ifftm\ exists there and if

nx) = Saxdix£dt2...£-xmk)dik

for x G [a, b], then

fj(x) = Fk+j(x)      (0<j<m;xE [a,b])

andSm+k+xF> 8m+xf.

Proposition 2.7. IfS„f(x) > Ofor every x in an interval I thenß"~^ exists

and is nondecreasing on I.

Proof. This has been shown by James(2) [3] and Verblunsky [9].   D

Proposition 2.8. Let fand g be defined on an interval I such that f/n\ = gin\

on I. Then f and g differ by a polynomial of degree no more than n — 1.

Proof. As (/ - g)^ = 0 we have (/ - gy"~ ' is a constant by Proposition

2.7. The rest is easy.   D

(2) The referee points out the errors in James' paper and mentions that Mukhopadhyay clears

up the difficulties in a paper to appear in Pacific Journal of Mathematics.
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3. The ZM-integraI.

Definition 3.1. Let n be a natural number. Let M,/be defined in [a,b].

Then M is called an n-majorant of/in [a,b] if there is a function P on [a,b]

such that

(\)M = P{n)on[a,b],

(2) 8n+x P(x) > f(x) for each x G [a, b].

(3) 8n+x P(x) > -oo for each x G [a,b].

The function P will be called a premajorant. Then n-minorants are defined

similarly, replacing (2), (3) by

(2') A„+I P(x) < f(x) for each x G [a,b],

(3') A„+1 P(x) < +00 for each x E [a,b],

and then P is called a preminorant.

Definition 3.2. Let/be defined on [a,b]. The upper Z„-integral of/on [a,b]

is
Jrfc

/ = inf\M(b) - M(a): M is an n-majorant of /on [a, 6]}.

The lower ZM-integral of/on [a, 6] is

z"6
(Z„„) If— sup{m(6) - m(a): misa n-minorant of/on [a,b]}.

(The infimum of an empty set is of course +oo, etc.) If the upper and lower

Z„-integrals are finite and equal then we write (Zn) fa /for the common value

and say that/is Z„-integrable on [a,b].

Remark. Since we have restricted n > 0 it is easily seen that the premajor-

ant P must be continuous. When we apply the definition to the case n = 0 we

see that the conventions force P to be continuous. However, in this case we

have exactly the definition of the Perron integral and here it is well known that

the continuity of M = P is of no consequence. (For example, see Saks [6, p.

247ff].) The Z0-integral is then exactly the Perron integral.

Proposition 3.3. If M is an n-majorant off and m is an n-minorant off on

[a, b] then M — m is nondecreasing.

Proof. Let P be an associated premajorant andp a preminorant off. Then

8n+x(P - p) > 0 so that M - m = (P - p)^ is nondecreasing.   D

Note that because of Proposition 3.3, (Z*)faft/> (Z„.) fa6/ for every

function /.
The following simple result can be taken as the motivation for this integral.

Proposition 3.4. If F(n+\\ exists and is finite on [a,b] then Ftn+\) is Zn-

integrable there and

(zn){a  F(n+\) = [F(n)t-
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Proof. F,nx is at the same time an «-majorant and an n-minorant of

F(n+l)-    n
We will frequently make use of the following in the later proofs.

Proposition 3.5. A function f defined on [a, b] is Zn-integrable there if and only

if for each e > 0 there is an n-majorant M and an n-minorant m such that

M(b) - M(a) - (m(b) - m(a)) < e.

Occasionally we shall use the more classical notation

Sabf(t)dt or (Z„) Sbaf(t)dt instead of (Z„) fba f.

4. Properties of the Zn-integral.

Proposition 4.1. A Zn-integrable function fon [a, b] is finite almost everywhere

on [a, b].

Proof. Let M be an n-majorant and m an n-minorant of /on [a, b]. We may

assume M(a) = m(a) = 0. Define R(x) = M(x) — m(x). Then R is nonde-

creasing by Proposition 2.7. Let P, p be respectively a premajorant and

preminorant of /associated with M, m. Then 8n+x (P - p) > 0 on [a, b] so that

(P - />) exists and is nondecreasing by Proposition 2.7. Thus (P - py'

= (P-p\„) = R (Proposition 2.3). Suppose f(x) = +00. Then 8n+xP(x)

= +00 and, as ân+xp(x) < +00, we have (P - p\n+X)(x) = +00. Similarly, if

f(x) = -00, then hn+xp(x) = -00 and since ôn+xp(x) > -00 we have

(P - P\„+\)(x) = +00- But R' = (P - p){n)' = (P- p)(n+X) exists and is finite

a.e. in [a, b] and so / is finite a.e. in [a, b\.   D

Proposition 4.2. /// is Zn-integrable on [a, b] and if c G (a, b) then f is Zn-

integrable on each of [a, c] and [c, b]. Moreover,

Furthermore, iff is integrable on the parts then it is integrable on the whole, as

usual.

Definition. Let/be Z„-integrable in [a, b]. Then, if x E (a,b\ we see from

Proposition 4.2 that/is Z„-integrable over [a,x]. We put (Zn) /afl/ = 0 for any

function. Then (Zn) fax f is defined for each x E [a,b]. An indefinite Zn-

integral of /is any function of the form

F(x) = c + (Zn) jaX f

where c is constant.
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Proposition 4.3. Let f be Zn-integrable on \a,b\. Let F be any indefinite Zn-

integral of fon [a, b]. Then F is the uniform limit of a sequence of n-majorants on

[a, b] (similarly for n-minorants).

Proof. Let e > 0. Let M, m be respectively an n-majorant and an n-

minorant of /on [a,b] such that M (a) = m(a) = F(a) and M(b) — m(b) < e.

As M — m is nondecreasing, 0 < M(x) - m(x) < e for each x G [a,b]. Since

M, m are respectively an n-majorant and an n-minorant on every subinterval

of [a, b] we have m(x) - m(a) < (Zn) fax f < M(x) - M (a). Thus

0 < M(x) - M(a) - (Z„) f*f = M(x) - F(x) < t.

This rest is obvious.   D

Proposition 4.4. Let F be an indefinite Zn-integral of fon [a, b]. Let M be an

n-majorant of f on [a,b] such that F(a) = M (a). Then M — F is nondecreasing

and continuous.

Proof. To show that M — F is continuous, one applies the intermediate

value property of derivatives.   D

Proposition 4.5. Let F be an indefinite Zn-integral of a function f on [a,b\.

Then F is an nth e.P.d. on [a,b], and so is Zn_x-integrable.

According to this theorem we can form the iterated integral

«o        /;«./>••••/>«„«,
whenever / is Z„-integrable, where the innermost integral is a Z„-integraI, the

next is a Zn_,-integral, etc., and the outermost is a Z0-integral. We shall use

the symbol

¡Xf(i)d(i,n)
Ja

for the (n + l)-fold iterated integral in (4.1). Note also that///(£ )¿(£, ") is a

continuous function of x.

Proposition 4.6. Let F(x) be an indefinite Zn-integral of a function f on [a,b\.

Let G,n) = Fon [a,b]. Then G(„+I)(x) = f(x)for almost every x E [a,b].

Proof. The proof in Natanson [5] of the corresponding result about the

Perron integral can be adapted.   D

Proposition 4.7. Every Z^integrable function is measurable.

Proof. Let/be Z„-integrable. Applying Proposition 4.6 let G(n+1) = /a.e.

Then.
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f(x) = ¿im (k»+\n + 1)1 [g(x + 1) - Jo <?„«/*«*.} )

for almost every x. Thus / is the limit a.e. of a sequence of continuous

functions (as G is continuous) and so is measurable.   □

Proposition 4.8. The ZQ-integral is identical to the Perron integral. Iff is Zn-

integrable   on   [a,b]  then f is   also   Zn+x-integrable   there  and  (Zn)faf

= (Zn+i)Sabf

Proof. If M is an n-majorant then it is also an (n + l)-majorant.   D

Recall also that the Perron integral is an extension of the finite Lebesgue

integral.

Proposition 4.9. Let f be a nonnegative measurable function on [a,b\. Then

(The last integral is the finite or infinite Lebesgue integral) In particular, iff > 0

and if fis Zn-integrable then f is Lebesgue integrable and (Zn) fa f= (L) fa f.

Proof. If (L) fffis finite then all follows from Proposition 4.8. If (L) fj7

= +00 let .4 — min {/,&}. Then fk is Lebesgue integrable and it is easy to see

that

(Znt)fabf > (Zjjabfk = (Zn)fafk = (L)fabfk   (k - 1,2....).

Then since lim(L) fbfk = -t-oo, we also have (Z„t)fbf= +oo. The rest

follows at once.   D

Proposition 4.10. Let f and g be Zn-integrable in [a,b]. Let h(x) = f(x)

+ g(x) whenever the right side has meaning. Then h is Zn-integrable in [a, b] and

(zn)fbh = (zn)fbf+(zn)fbg.

Moreover, iff(x) = k(x) a.e. in [a,b], then k is Zn-integrable and its integral

equals that off.

Proposition 4.11. Let fand P be defined in [a, b] so that P^ exists and so that

(a) 8n+xP(x) > f(x) a.e. in[a,b],

(b)8n+xP(x)>-nin[a,b].

Then(Z*n)Sbf<[P(n)t

Proof. Let h(x) = f(x) when 5„+1 P(x) > f(x), h(x) = -co otherwise.

Then P(/l) is an n-majorant for h and so (Z*)fb h < [P(n)]*.
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Define k(x) — 0 when 5n+1 P(x) > f(x), k(x) = +00 otherwise. Then/(x)

< h(x) + k(x) whenever the right side has meaning and so

(z:)/a*/<(z:)/a6«+o<[pwt d

From this theorem we see that we may enlarge the class of majorants to

include those functions which satisfy property (2) of Definition 3.1 only almost

everywhere. A similar result holds of course for minorants.

We note also that it is possible to relax requirement (3) of Definition 3.1 as

well. We need only assume that the inequality holds outside of an arbitrary

countable set. To show that the resulting class of premajorants leaves the

integral unaffected one shows that for any premajorant function P, in the new

sense, and any e > 0 there is a continuous, nondecreasing function, F, such

that [F^"']a < e, for which P + Fis a premajorant in the old sense and yet the

function F contributes only e to the upper integral. We omit details. We

emphasize however that this relaxation of requirements leaves the extent of

definition of the integral unchanged.

5. Integration by parts for the Z„-integral.

Notation. In what follows let BV[a,b] signify the class of functions which

have finite variation on the interval [a,b]. Let (R) fa fdg, for g G BV[a,b]and

f continuous, be the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of / with respect to g in the

sense that the infimum of the upper sums associated with / and the positive

(negative) variation of g is the same as the supremum of the lower sums.

Fundamental to all that follows is the next theorem.

Proposition 5.1. Integration by parts.

(a) Let f be Perron integrable in [a,b], F(x) = (Z0) f*f. Let G E BV[a,b].

Then

(Z0)fabfG + (R)fab FdG = [FG]ba.

(b) Let n> 1. Let f be Zn-integrable on \a,b\. Let F(x) = (Z„)///. Let G

and y be defined on [a,b] such that y E BV[a,b] and G^"~ ' is an indefinite

integral ofy. Then f G is Zn-integrable and

(Z„) JT* fG + (Zn_x) J' FG' = [FG]ba.

Part (a) is well known (Saks [6, p. 244f]). The proof of (b) is due largely to

MariL Later we shall show that the strong conditions put on the function G

are really necessary. Before presenting the proof we need some preliminaries.
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Lemma 5.2. Let % \j/ be functions on [a, b]. Let q be a natural number. Let tp-q'

be continuous on [a,b] and let i//9-1' be absolutely continuous on [a,b]. Let R be

an indefinite integral of ^q'. Set

v=2 (-i)J<p{q-J-l)tU) + (-\)qR.
y=o

Then V = <p{q)xp.

Proof.

= fob-1** - ^y + ••• + nr v?_1)]a*+(-o? f ^{q)

= V(x) - V(a).   D

Definition 5.3. Let n > 1 be an integer. Let M be a continuous function

on [a, b]. Let y G BV[a,b]. Let g^"~2' be an indefinite integral of y. Let

K0, ..., Kn be functions on [a,b] with the following properties:
(&) 4k) - MgM (k ~ 0,1,...,n -2),
(b) ATJ" x2' is an indefinite integral of My,

(c) there is a number c such that AT^"-2^ is an indefinite integral of

c + J* Mdy (x E [a, b]). Then we say that A"0, ..., Kn have property <o with

respect to M, g on [a, b].

Lemma 5.4. Let a, b, n, g, y be as above. Let M be a function on [a, b] such that

M^"' is continuous on [a, b]. Let K0, ..., Kn have property a with respect to M,

g.Set

Then S(n) = M(n)g.

Proof. We first show that

S{r)= i(-l)J(n+j~.r-l)M^gW

j=0 \ J /
(5.1)

y-r+l \J /   J

for r = 0, ..., n - 2. The relation (5.1) is obvious for r = 0. If it is true for

some r (0 < r < n - 2), then S{r+l) = A+B + C + D + E where
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A=  í(-l)j(n+J-.r-l)M^X-^gÜ\
7-0 \ J /

B=2(-iy(n+y'7r-1W-^+,),
j=0 \ J /

c = (-iy(n-rl)Mg^x\

D = (-iy+](rn+l)KW,

We can rewrite B and D as

B = -í(-l)J(n+jZrl'2)M^-J)g(J\

z) = Hr,(r:1)^-^+i).

Then, applying the relation (£',) - (pq) = (qp+x), we get

a + b=í (-iy(n-J-.r-2)M^x-^8{
7=0 \        J /

,0)
;=o \        -/ /

and

c+7) = (-ir(;;¡)A/g(-i\

which completes the induction and proves (5.1). If we put r — n -2 into (5.1)

we see

s(n-2) _ 2 (-l)y(j + OM^-^^g0')

(5.2) 7-0

+(-l)"~:nK¡,n_-l2) + (-l)nKn"-2).

Set

n—2

/? = *i-i2),    ç = 2 (-i)yA/("-2--')g^> + (-i)"_17?
7-J>

(p = 0,l,...,«-2).

SetZ = 7?-Ä-i"_2).Then
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"S  Tp = "2 (~\)JU + l)Mb-2-»g<J) + (-!)"-'(„ - QR,
p=0   P      j=0

so that

(5.3) S(n_2)= 2 Z + (-l)"~XZ.
p=0

We also have

n—2— n

r=   2   (-\)'+pMiu-2-,-p)gi'+p) + (-l)*~lR.
P        i-0

If we put <p = (—l)pM, uV = g(p\ q = n — 1 - p, then we get from Lemma

5.2 that

(5.4) T'p = (-l)pM^n-x-p)g(p).

Further,

Z(x) = (c, + // My) - c2 - // (c3 + fa Mdy) dt

= c4+jaX C-c3 + M(t)y(t) - fa Mdy\ dt

= c4+ J    ( c5 + j M'yjdt   (the cjs are constant).

Thus

(5.5) Z'(x) = c5 + fX M'y.

Now from (5.3) and (5.4) we get

n-2
(5.6) 5(fl_1)= 2 (-l)pM{"-l-p)g{p) + (-l)n~XZ\

p-0

and, from (5.5), Z' is an indefinite integral of M'y. If we put <p = M', q

= n - 1, \p = g we have i//9-1) = g*"-2) on [a, b] and ^ = y a.e. so the

formula S™ = M^g follows at once from (5.6) and Lemma 5.2.   D

Lemma 5.5. Let n > 1 be an integer. Let M, g, y be functions defined on

I = [a,b]. Let Af(n) exist on I and let y E BV(I). Let g^"2) be an indefinite

integral ofy. Then there is a function S such that

(5.7) S(n) = M{n)2   on I.
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For any such function S and for any x e I for which g'(x) is finite we have

(5.8) Bn+x(S,x,h) = M(n)(x)g'(x) + g(x)9n+1(M,x,h) + o(l).

Note. If n > 2 then g'(x) is finite for every x. If n = 2 then g' is finite

except possibly on a countable set and even here we have, for n > 0

(respectively n < 0), that formula (5.8) holds if we replace

g'(x) by g'+(x) (g'~ (x)), the right- (left-) hand derivative.

Proof. Let K0, ..., Kn have property u> with respect to M, g. Let S

= ^2"k=o(-dk(k)Kk- Let x E I. We may assume x = 0. Let P be a

polynomial of degree < n such that the function M = M — P fulfills

(5.9) M(t) = o(z")   as / -» 0.

Let 7^ be functions such that K(kk) = Mg{k) (k — 0,...,«- 2),

^»w=/>v. e«» -/;(/>*)*,

and 7^y)(0) = 0 whenever 0 < y < k - 1 and Â: < n - 1 or 0 < / < n

- 3 and k = n. Obviously Kk(t) = o(tn+k) (k = 0,.. .,n - 1) and Kn(t)

= o(t2"-x). If we put S = 2£=o H)*(2)X¡twe «ave

(5.10) SW^A/WgW + o^1).

Set Hk = Kk- Kk. It is easy to see that H0, ..., Hn have property w with

respect to P, g. Define

By Lemma 5.4 we have V{n) = P^g. Let G satisfy G(/,) = g. Let a = A/(;i)(0).

Obviously P™ = a so that V1-"' = ag = aG^. Thus there is a polynomial g

of degree < n such that 5-5= F = aG + ß or

(5.11) 5 = ß + «G + 5.

There is a polynomial öi of degree < n such that

(5-12) G(t) = Qx(t) + ^g(0) + o(t").

It follows from (5.9)-(5.12) that S(t) = Q2(t) + (t"/n\)ag(0) + o(t"), where

Q2 = Q + aQx is a polynomial of degree < n. Thus 5(n)(0) = ag(0). If g'(0)

is finite we have g(t) = g(0) + o(t) and it follows from (5.9) and (5.10) that
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,71+1

(5.13)    S(t) = g(0)M(t) + o(t"+l) = g(0)^nyyÖ„+1(M,0,0 + o(tn+l).

Further,

n(A = n (A 4-
n!6V '     («+ 1)!

,« ,n+l

GO) = 6,(0 + ^g(O) + 7rV7ÑT^'(0) + 0(O,

so that from (5.11) and (5.13)

t" ,«.
S(t) = Ô2W + nl^s(0) + ^-jji (ag'(0) + g(0)9n+x(M,0,t)) + o(t"+l)

which completes the proof.   D

Proposition 5.6. Let n be an integer, n > 1. Let f, G, y be functions on [a,b]

such that f is Zn-integrable on [a,b], y G BV[a,b] and G'"-2' is an indefinite

integral of y. Then for any indefinite Zn-integral F off we have

(Zn)fb(FG'+fG) = [FG]ba.

Proof. Assume first that G, G'+ and G'~ are positive functions. (If n > 2

there is no need to consider G'+ and G'~ separately as G' exists in this case.)

Let i/be an n-majorant of/such that U(a) = F(a). By Lemma 5.5 there is a

function 5 such that

S(n) = %)G=VG.

Moreover, by formula (5.8) and the note following Lemma 5.5

8n+x S(x) > min{U(x)G'+(x) + G(x)8n+X P(x), U(x)G'~(x) + G(x)Sn+x P(x)}.

Then 8n+x S(x) > -00 for every x E [a,b] and

8n+xS(x)>F(x)G'(x) + G(x)f(x)

whenever G'(x) exists (that is, except for a countable set when n = 2, and

everywhere if n > 2). Applying Proposition 4.11 we see that

Ja

and so

,6

Jo

(Z*)fb(FG'+fG)<[UG]ba

(Z*)fab(FG'+fG)<[FG]b.
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A similar consideration for n-minorants shows that

(Zjfb(FG'+fG)>[FG]ba
*a

and so the theorem is proved for this case.

Returning to the general case we see easily that G'+ is bounded on

[a, b) and G'~ is bounded on (a, b]. Namely, if n > 2 then G' is continuous

and if n = 2 then G is an indefinite integral of a function of bounded

variation. Thus we can find a linear function G2 on [a,b] such that G2

> 0 on [a, b], G'2 > 0 on [a, b] and that the function Gx = G + G2 satisfies

the conditions of the special case considered above. Let y2 = G$n~1' and y,

= y + y2. Then yy- G BV[a,b] and GJn~2' is an indefinite integral of y,- (j

= 1,2). Then we may apply the first part of the proof to each G-, so

(Z„) £ (FG'j + fGj) = [FGjt       (j =1,2),

from which the assertion follows at once by linearity.   D

The analogues of Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.6 for the case n = 1 are

slightly different.

Lemma 5.7. Let M, g be functions on [0,1]. Let M be Zn-integrable, let

g E BV[0,1] and let var(g, [0,/z]) = 0(h). Let P be an indefinite Zn-integral of

M and let S be an indefinite Zn-integral of Mg. Assume P'(0) is finite. Set

r(*> - 72 C kW - S{0))ät'    X = lim SUP h~X Var (&IW
hL J° h->0

Then X < co and

(5 14)    ~A < 5lS(°) < lim inf T(h)>   lim SUP Tih) < AlS(°) < X>
V-'-1 v z,_kn z,_.nA->0 A-»0

and

(5.15)
5(A) = 5(0) + ng(0)P'(0)

+n2(7W(0) + g(0)92(P,0,h))/2 + o(h2).

Proof. The inequalities A,g(0) < X < +00 are obvious. Let ß > Ajg(0).

Then for sufficiently small n we have g(h) — g(0) < hß and T(h)

< (2/n2)Sq tßdt = ß so that lim suph^0T(h) < Atg(0). This proves (5.14).

If M = 1 then P'(0) = 1 and 92(P,0,h) = 0,

h2
5(A) - 5(0) = /  g = Ag(0) +/   (g(t) - g(0))dt = Ag(0) + yr(A)
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so that (5.15) holds in this case. If g = 1 then T(h) s 0, S(h) - S(0)

= P(h) - P(0) = hP'(0) + h262(P,0,h)/2 so that (5.15) holds in this case
also. If we hold either M or g fixed in formula (5.15) it is easy to see that the

formula is linear with respect to the other so that we may assume P'(0)

= g(0) = 0. Let K(x) = P(x) - P(0). Then A"(0 = o(t), g(t) = 0(i) and
since var(g,[0,n]) = 0(h) we have ¿* Kdg = o(h2) so that S(h) - 5(0)

= So Mg = K(h)g(h) - Sq Kdg = o(h2) which completes the proof.   D

Proposition 5.8. Letf, G be functions on [a, b]. Let f be Zx-integrable on [a, b].

Let G be continuous and in BV[a,b]. Suppose var(G,[x — h,x + h]) = 0(h) for

each x E (a, b). Let F be an indefinite Zx-integral off. Then

(Zx)fb(FG'+fG) = [FG]b.

Proof. If G is constant the conclusion is obvious so applying a simple

linearity argument we may assume that G > 0. Let e > 0. Let M be a 1-

majorant of /on [a,b] such that M(a) = F(a) and M(b) < F(b) + e. Let S be

an indefinite Z0-integral of MG and let P' = M on [a, b]. Using Proposition

5.1 (a) and the well-known mean value theorem for the Riemann-Stieltjes

integral we see that 5" = MG on [a, b]. Moreover, from Lemma 5.7 we have

that 82S(x) > -oo for every x and that 82S(x) = G'(x)M(x) + G(x)82P(x)

whenever G'(x) exists. Thus

82S(x) > G'(x)M(x) + G(x)f(x)

> G'(x)F(x) + G(x)f(x) - e\G'(x)\   a.e. in [a,b].

Thus

-ef   \G'\ + (Zx*)f  (FG'+fG) = (Z,*)|  (-e\G'\ + FG' +/G)

<[S'Í = [MG]b<[FG]b + e[G]b.

It follows that (Zx*)Sb(FG' +/G) < [FG]b. We can show similarly that

(Zu) Sb (FG' +fG)> [FG]b so that the theorem is proved.   D

Proof of Proposition 5.1 (b). Let n = 1, and suppose that F,f, G and y

satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Then F, f and G satisfy the conditions

of Proposition 5.8, so that (Z,) fb (FG' +/G) = [FG]b. Moreover, by Prop-

osition 4.5, Fis Z0-integrable and y G BV[a,b] so that Fy is Z0-integrable and

(Z0) f' Fy = (Z0) £ FG',

by Proposition 4.10, which in turn is (Z,) fa FG' by Proposition 4.8. Thus
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[FG]ba = (Z, ) j' (FC + /G ) = (Z0) J' FG' + (Z, ) JT* /G

as was to be shown.

Let n > 1. Let F,/, G and y satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Then, by

Proposition 4.5, there is a function P such that Pr„\ = F. Moreover (C)

is the indefinite integral of a function in BV[a,b] so, by Lemma 5.5, there is a

function 5 such that S/n\ = Pr„\G' = FG'. Then, by Proposition 3.4,

FG' is Z„_[-integrable. Thus, since F, / G, y satisfy Proposition 5.6, we see

that

[FG]b = (Z„) f" (FG'+ fG)

= (Zn) f'fG + (Zn) £ FG'

= (Zn)fbfG + (Zn_x)fbFG'.    D

To end this section we define

n2+3"-2 cos l/xn+\      x * 0,cw - {¡f x = 0;

/w=    (^"-"cosl/*"-*       x#0,
x = 0.

It can be shown that G is n times differentiable in a neighborhood of zero,

and that/is an nth exact Peano derivative and yet/G is not Zm-integrable for

any m in any neighborhood of zero. The function / is of course Zn_x-

integrable. Thus it is essential to assume more than the n-fold differentiability

of G to obtain an integration by parts theorem for the Z^-integral.

6. Relation between the Zn-integral and Burkill's Cn P-integral. Burkill ([1]

and [2]) defined a notion of differentiation, continuity and integration induc-

tively. The reader is referred to those definitions. We recall here only that

Cn(f,x,h) denotes the nth Cesàro mean of a Cn_x P-integrable function.

Proposition 6.1. The Z„-integral is identical to the CnP-integral (n = 0,1,

2,...).

The proof is by induction. For n = 0 it is certainly true as both the Z0-

integral and the C0 T'-integral are precisely the Perron integral. We assume

that, for 0 < k < n - 1, the Ck P-integral is identical to the Z^-integral. We

need some lemmas (which will also be useful later).
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Lemma 6.2. IfP(n) is finite in [a, b] then for every x E [a, b] and for every h such

that x + h E [a,b] we have @n(P,x,h) = Cn(P(n),x,h).

Proof. According to the definition and the induction assumption,

%cn(pM,*,h) = ^(zn_x) ¡xx+h (x + « - irxpM(i)di

Applying Propositions 5.1 and 3.4 we see that this is

+ (n^2)!(Z-2)r+A {X + h- «^VO«)«

= -ç£î)r V.)W + (^lySz^C (* + h- *>"~V»(*>*
= • • • = (repeating the first step)

h"~l h"~2

• jc+A

n-l iM
= - 2 n^jW + ^ + h)~ p(x)   as was t0 be shown.   D

k=\ *■

Lemma 6.3. Suppose P/n\ is finite in [a,b]. Then

(i)CHL\P{tt)-8n+xP,
Q>)C„D*P{H) = bH+lP,and
(c) CnDP,n} = Pin+X} provided one side exists.

Proof. According to Lemma 6.2,

en+x(p,x,h) =
P(x + h)-2"k=0hkP{k)(x)/k\

hn+l/(n + 1)!

hnCn(P(n),x,h)/n\-hnP(n)(x)/n\

hn+l/(n + 1)!

Cn(P(n),x,h)-P(n)(x)

h/(n + 1)
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Now simply take the lower limit of both sides to see (a). The proof of (b) is

similar and (c) follows from (a) and (b).   D

Lemma 6.4. Let M be defined on [a, b]. Then M is C„-continuous on [a, b] if and

only if there is a function G on [a, b] such that G^ = M.

Proof. Suppose G,n\ = M. Then according to Lemma 6.2,

G(x + A)-2;:10AfeG(,)(x)A!
hm Cn(M,x,h) = hm-^--

= G(„)(x) = M(x)   so that M is C„-continuous.

Conversely suppose M is C„-continuous on [a, b]. Then it is Cn_xP-

integrable and thus Zn_x-integrable by the induction hypothesis. Let g„-\(x)

= (Zn_x)f* M. By Proposition 4.5, g„_x is Z„_2-integrable and so we may

define successively

gk(x) = (Zk) f* gk+x       (0<*<»-2).

Put G = gn. Then applying Proposition 5.1 n — 2 times we have

ç-L^(zn) fxx+h (x+h- tr1*«)«

= G(x + A) - G(x) - 2 ^gk(x).
k—X n..

Then, as M is C„-continuous, we see that G,n\(x) = M(x) for each x. (Also

G,k)(x) = gk(x)(k = 0,...,n-l).)   D

Thus from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 we see that the class of (n + l)th e.P.d.'s is

exactly the same as the class of exact C„-derivatives.

We now finish the proof of Proposition 6.1 by showing that the Cn TMntegral

is identical to the Z„-integral.

Let/be any function defined on \a,b\. Let M be a C„-majorant of /on [a,b].

Then M is Cn-continuous so, by Lemma 6.4, there is a function P such that

P(w) = M and, by Lemma 6.3,

Sn+iHx) = C„D,P(n)(x) = C„DmM(x)

so that -oo < 8n+x P(x) > f(x). Thus M is an n-majorant as well and so

(z:)fbf<[M]b

for each such Af. It follows that
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(z*)fbf<(cnp*)fbf.

If we consider C„-minorants we see that

(Znt)(bf>(C„R.)fbf

as well, so that the Z^-integral extends the Cn P-integral.

On the other hand, if M is an n-majorant of / on [a, b] then there is a

function P such that P,n\ = M so that M is C„-continuous. Moreover,

C„DçM(x) = 8n+xP(x) by Lemma 6.3 and so M is a C„-majorant of/. But

then (CnP*) fbf < [MÍ for each such M and so

(cnp*) ¡b f < ft) £ f.

Similarly considering n-minorants we see that

(cnpjfbf>(znt)fbf.

Thus we see that if/is integrable in the sense of either Zn or CnP then it is

also integrable in the other sense and

(CnP) J'f = (Zn) f'f.   D
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